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MD’S ADDRESS
Dear Taurians,
Wish you a very Happy Diwali season.
This season is all about light winning over darkness and good winning over evil.
We in Taurus work with the same spirit. Winning all tough situations and getting
growth at all costs.
With this spirit of work we have been declared as one of the top ten manufacturers and
suppliers of test and measuring equipment in India by a leading magazine OUTLOOK.
We also supplied good value as exports recently.
We recently tied up many alliances along with new products from our manufacturing
increasing our oﬀering to our valued customers.
Good going Taurus team. Keep it up.
Thanks and Regards,
M N Ravinarayan
Managing Director

NEW CONCEPT & METHODOLOGY TO ENHANCE THE PERFORMANCE OF ELECTRICAL
ASSETS BY MEANS OF CORONA SCANNING OVER PREVAILING THERMAL SCANNING
Abstract
Electrical power system comprises of enormous components
such as transformers, insulators, isolators, circuit breakers, LAs,
conductors and supporting structures across the line and
substation. These assets need intensive care in order to get rid of
unexpected breakdown as well as hazards which leads to a huge
commercial lose. Avoiding power failures is paramount for
power utility companies. Line and Substation maintenance team
has evolved over a long period of time to adapt with the latest
technologies to protect their assets. Periodic inspection habit
keeping the assets safe, even though unexpected breakdowns are
happening, which is a great agony to most of the power sectors
are going through. There are many faulty conditions which are
not visible with naked eyes, which need sophisticated
technologies to understand. Some of these conditions can be
addressed at the very early stage and a proper action can avoid
unexpected breakdown and thus saves assets and lose.
A very common inspection method which is prevailing with the
power sector is thermal scanning. This method of predictive
analysis has saved lots of power handling assets from ire and
breakdown. In thermal scanning usage of IR cameras helps to
identify the higher temperature areas so called HotSpots which
can be more than ambient temperature depending on the power
handling by the testing specimen. But there are conditions which
cannot identify the reason of these temperature rise which are
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connected with surface leakage or internal discharge. So now a
latest technology has risen which is Corona scanning technology
which can detect the ionisation of air caused by surface leakage
or internal discharge. This method of testing can be considered
as an improved predictive analysis method better than thermal
scanning which can address an upcoming thermal fault or
breakdown at an earlier stage. This paper highlights the concept
and importance of Corona scanning over thermal scanning to
identify conductor strand opening, insulator internal cracks,
surface leakage due to foreign particles.

Introduction
Electrical assets are under high stress with high potential. Each
current carrying devices are separated from ground and/or the
other phase or polarity with enough distance by means of
supports which are normally knows as insulators. The insulation
resistance value determines its withstanding capacity to hold the
load on it. Anything can weaken the insulation property reduces
its strength to hold the load and thus lead to breakdown. When a
particular current carrying or holding specimen comes under
weak insulation or huge stress, temperature starts to raise at that
point or specimen. This cannot be seen with naked eyes. To
identify these points Infrared Cameras are evolved. These
cameras have the capability to do thermo vision and display the
temperature conditions visible to human range of vision.
However this is a safe way to identify a temperature rise before it
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leads to ire but at this condition the testing specimen might have
gone to a defective stage. In the cases of joints in a panel or
transmission line, such temperature rise can happen because of
loose joints. By tightening these loose joints such problems can
be overtaken but sometimes the risen temperature might have
damaged the specimen or reduced the quality of performance. Is
there any better way to address such rise in temperature events
before it occurs? Of course! Corona scanning method can address
this problem which can be consider as a very earlier stage of
upcoming fault identi ication. But it is unfortunate that corona
inspection is not prevalent so that utilities are facing threats due
to corona phenomena.

What is thermal scanning of electrical systems ?:
Increased heating is a sign of
fault. Any current carrying
device is under the stress of
high potential. Loose joints or
weak insulation resistance can
cause temperature rise. Such
temperature rise beyond
speci ic value can damage the
specimen or even cause ire
which leads to a huge
destruction. This increased heat eﬀect is called thermal fault.
Infrared is the best diagnostic tool available for inding these
excess heat areas calls HotSpots in the early stages of
degeneration. Thermal scanning of electrical apparatus inds
HotSpots created by defects in joints and apparatus. Thermal
scanning is used to ind areas of excess heat (caused by increased
resistance) so that problems can be corrected before a
component fails, causing damage to the component, creating
safety hazards and productivity loss. It can be done on conductor
joints, busbar joints inside panels, line insulators, Transformer
bushing, LA bushing, Circuit breakers etc.

What is Corona Scanning of electrical Systems:
A c o ro n a d i s c h a r g e i s a n
electrical discharge caused by
the ionization of a luid such as
air surrounding a conductor
carrying a high voltage. It
represents a local region where
the air has undergone electrical
breakdown and become
conductive, allowing charge to
c o n t i n u o u s ly l e a k o ﬀ t h e
conductor into the air. A corona
occurs at locations where the
strength of the electric ield
around a conductor exceeds the
dielectric strength of the air. For
corona activity to exist a high electrical (E) ield is needed,
combined with how the shapes of an energized component
in luence that ield. Sharp edges, corners, points, tight radius and
other irregular objects within a high E- ield all have the potential
to initiate corona activity. Dust or foreign particle accumulation
over porcelain discs provides a weaker path for electricity to get
discharged to ground. Such discharges ionise the air molecules
and slowly starts to create corona over the surface of porcelain
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discs. This corona formation cannot be seen with naked eyes but
it helps to create more conductive path over the surface of
porcelain discs and slowly it breakdown. Similarly internal
discharge in porcelain discs also creates corona and leads to
breakdown before it creates any hotspot. Corona eﬀect on
transmission line causes power loss and after current leakage
exceeds some value it leads to breakdown. Corona also present
inside panels even if the connections are irmly tightened due to
particle accumulation. Such corona eﬀects lead to arcing inside
and breakdown or even ire. Corona cameras are able to identify
such corona discharges and display it with its intensity in terms
of count. Such cameras are designed work in a way to grab lights
with a wavelength lies in the UV spectrum. Corona cameras are
available for indoor as well as outdoor use. Outdoor cameras are
designed to pass the UV radiations from sun light, so they are
called sun blind cameras. Corona scanning can be categorised to
an early method of predictive analysis, if not done which can lead
to a fault in a very far future or which cannot be addressed with
any known technologies today such as thermal scanning.
Corona has several eﬀects on electrical systems and the
surrounding air waves. They include:
• Corona consumes power – electricity is being lost to the air
through the ionization process
• Corona causes electromagnetic interference that aﬀects
radio and television broadcasting
• Corona creates an audible noise
• Corona creates ozone (O3) that is very harmful to polymer
insulators
• Corona creates mild concentrations of acid, also harmful to
polymer insulators and metallic conductors and components

How Corona scanning is diﬀerent from Thermography
Both UV and IR inspections are classi ied as Non-Destructive
Testing technologies and as Remote Sensing Visual technologies.
Both technologies must have a line of sight to the inspected
object in order to observe temperature or UV radiation.
Ultraviolet cameras are looking at shorter wave lengths, while IR
cameras are looking at longer wave lengths. The combination of
both inspection technologies is bene icial as it covers a wider
spectral range and provides more details. As such, both
technologies are required for accomplishing a comprehensive
survey.

The above picture helps to understand the position of UV and IR
in the light spectrum along with the wavelength characteristics.
Both lies beyond human visibility were UV with shorter
wavelength and IR with higher wavelength. Thermography
detects temperature changes and is proportional to the square of
the current drawn. Ultraviolet scanning, on the other hand,
detects existing electrical discharges and is directly proportional
to voltage. Both technologies are complementary, hence in the
absence of current no heat develops, regardless of voltage. Yet,
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voltage is prerequisite for partial discharge, corona and arcing,
regardless of current. Day time IR scanning may have the eﬀect of
sunlight as the testing object may get over heated due to the
presence of sunlight. Therefore, for better result a night time
survey can provide accurate result. Since corona emits a very
little amount of heat, so that it cannot be picked up by IR camera.
A higher rate of Corona discharge which can cause arcing thus
produce heat may be detected by thermal camera by that time it
has turned destructive. There are many cases where breakdown
happens continuously but while doing thermography nothing
was observed. While doing UV scanning it found a severe corona
eﬀect over the surface of the insulators which leading to
breakdown.

Tower 144 CKT 2 Corona discharge
observed due to opened
conductor strand

Tower 144 CKT 2 no Hotspot
identi ied where conductor
strand opened

Tower 164 CKT 1 Corona discharge
found at the insulator
connection with tower

Tower 164 CKT 1 no hot spot
observed

Inspection Process
Both Corona and thermal inspection carried out by line
patrolling. Both Corona and IR inspections were carried out
during day time. Corona inspection was performed by OFIL
DayCore Superb and Thermal inspection was done by Fluke TI 32
on Motihari of Barh - Gorakhpur Line and Guide C 640 on Silchar
– PK Bari Line cameras. During the inspection the following
items were inspected:
• Insulators
• Joints
• Jumpers
• Top earth wire joints
• Corona rings
While corona inspection, plenty of corona discharges observed
over insulators in suspension tower, joints at tension towers,
conductor strand opening etc. Most of these points were under
normal temperature condition so that no hotspot observed.
Below case studies shows some of the indings where Corona
inspection could address the fault where thermal cameras failed.
Case study 1 (400 KV LILO at Motihari of Barh - Gorakhpur LineTower 125)

High Corona discharge observed
at insulator string joint at tower

No hotspot detected while
doing thermography

Case study 2 (400 KV Silchar – PK Bari Line)

Tower 144 CKT 1 Corona discharge
observed due to opened
conductor strand
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In the above-mentioned case study, while doing UV scanning
high intensity corona discharge observed. But while doing
thermography of same specimen temperature condition was
normal as there was no single evidence of hotspot. It may need a
long duration as the corona discharge start to deteriorate the
area and slowly heat build-up and observe while doing
thermography.
Many times, the dust / pollution gets deposited in the power
components (say insulators), this in addition to the early
morning dews / moisture forms tracking and results in discharge
/ tripping. This can be picked up in corona camera and tripping
can be averted where as in thermal scanning these faults cannot
be addressed.
Conclusion
All the above descriptions leading to the fact that UV scanning
scan be consider as an advanced predictive analysis than
prevailing thermal scanning method. UV scanning can address
the degradation at the very early stage where as in thermal
scanning can address degradation at the progressive stage. Cost
saving done by early prediction will be an added advantage of UV
scanning where small correction or planned shutdown action
can save the utilities from unexpected breakdown.

Prepared by Mr. Pankaj Kakoti (Sr. Manager-Products)
& Mr. Nijin Paul (Manager-Products)

Tower 144 CKT 1 no Hotspot
identi ied where conductor
strand opened
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SIGNIFICANCE OF MAINTENANCE ON RELIABILITY & AVAILABILITY OF ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENTS IN SUBSTATIONS
Abstract: The prime objective of any utility is to reduce number
of breakdown and failures of equipments installed in their
network as it directly impact the availability of the system. Top
management of icials are increasingly concerned with their
abilities to keep their equipment working at peak performances.
This poses the challenges of proper maintenance and upkeep of
the equipments, extending equipment life cycles, maintaining
and improving ef iciencies, decreasing unscheduled downtime,
planning for the unexpected failures – and all this while
decreasing maintenance costs.
This paper provides information about Signi icance of
Maintenance on Reliability & Availability of Electrical
Equipments in Substations. As quality and behavior of the
equipment is not uniform, the information presented here is to
be utilized as guidelines and each Utility may suitably modify the
maintenance procedures according to their need and experience
if so required.

Ÿ

Station Earthing system comprising ground mat, risers,
auxiliary mat, earthing strips, earthing spikes & earth
electrodes.

Ÿ

Overhead earthwire shielding against lightening strokes.

Ÿ

Galvanised steel structures for towers, gantries,
equipment supports.

Ÿ

PLCC equipment including line trap, tuning unit, coupling
capacitor, etc.

Ÿ

Power cables

Ÿ

Control cables for protection and control

Ÿ

Roads, Railway track, cable trenches

Ÿ

Station illumination system

2. 11 KV Switchgear, LV
Ÿ

11 KV Indoor Switchgear

3. Switchgear and Control Panel Building
Ÿ

Low voltage A.C. Switchgear

Ÿ

Control Panels, Protection Panels

4. Battery Room and D.C. Distribution System
Ÿ

D.C. Battery system and charging equipment

Ÿ

D.C. distribution system

5. Mechanical, Electrical and Other Auxiliaries

FIG 1 AIR INSULATED SUBSTATION & MAINTENANCE WORK
1. Introduction
An electrical sub-station is an assemblage of electrical
components including busbars, switchgear, power transformers,
auxiliaries etc. These components are connected in a de inite
sequence such that a circuit can be switched oﬀ during normal
operation by manual command and also automatically during
abnormal conditions such as short-circuit.
Basically an electrical substation consists of No. of incoming
circuit and outgoing circuit connected to a common Bus-bar
systems. A sub-station receives electrical power from generating
station via incoming transmission lines and delivers electrical
power via the outgoing transmission lines.
"Sub-station are integral parts of a power system and form
important links between the generating station, transmission
systems, distribution systems and the load points."
Each sub-station has the following main equipments.
1. Outdoor Switchyard
Ÿ

Incoming Lines

Ÿ

Outgoing Lines

Ÿ

Basbar

Ÿ

Transformers

Ÿ

Bus post insulator & string insulators

Ÿ

Substation Equipment such as Circuit-beakers, Isolators,
Earthing Switches, Surge Arresters, CTs, VTs, Neutral
Grounding equipment.
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Ÿ

Fire ighting system

Ÿ

D.G. Set

Ÿ

Oil puri ication system

The National Fire Protection Association standards, NFPA 70B:
Recommended Practice for Electrical Equipment Maintenance,
aptly states that ‘Electrical equipment deterioration is normal,
but equipment failure is not inevitable. As soon as new
equipment is installed, a process of normal deterioration begins.
Unchecked, the deterioration process can cause malfunction or
an electrical failure. An eﬀective Electrical Preventive
Maintenance program identi ies and recognizes these factors
and provides measures for coping with them.
Electrical switchgears are made up of numerous, interconnected,
mechanical and electrical components, which are often forgotten
after installation. Studies show that the rate of electrical
component failures is three times higher in facilities that do not
perform preventive maintenance (source IEEE).
It is essential to have a properly implemented preventive
maintenance program for electrical equipment. Studies show
that the rate of electrical component failures is three times
higher in facilities that do not perform preventive maintenance.
2. Main Causes of Failure & Types of Maintenance
The following are the most common causes of switchgear
malfunction :
Ÿ Failure of components, including the circuit breakers
Ÿ Loose connections
Ÿ Insulation deterioration
Ÿ Ingress of moisture, dust and other foreign objects
Ÿ Accelerated deterioration from special electrical loading
conditions and harsh environmental conditions
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The aforementioned causes can be detected and corrected
during maintenance actions. When left uncorrected, the
equipments may fail. Potential consequences of inaction include
devastating equipment damages, ires, personnel safety hazards,
and production downtime which could result in lost revenue and
corporate reputation.

1. Corrective Maintenance: also known as run-to- failure,
assumes that all failures are age-related and inevitable. As the
name suggests, no maintenance actions are carried out on the
equipment. Upon failure, corrective actions such as repairs or
replacements are made. This maintenance strategy should only
be applied to equipment with negligible failure consequences.

A well planned and implemented Electrical Preventive
Maintenance and condition monitoring program will reduce
accidents, improve personnel safety, and minimize costly
breakdowns and shutdowns of production equipment.

2. Preventive Maintenance: is the systematic inspection,
detection, correction, and prevention of incipient failures, before
they become actual failures. This can be further divided into
planned and predictive maintenance. Objectives include the
following –

Maintenance Strategies
The following diagram illustrates the maintenance strategies
commonly used for electrical equipment

Ÿ

Maintain original equipment functionalities

Ÿ

Reduce unplanned downtime

Ÿ

Optimize useful lifetime of equipment

Ÿ

Decrease long-term maintenance costs

2.1 Scheduled Maintenance: is the form of preventive
maintenance where the equipment is shut down regularly. This
enables maintenance personnel to test and inspect the multiple
components in the system, and carry out the necessary actions to
keep the system running with all the intended functionalities and
performance levels.

FIG 2 TYPES OF MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENTS

2.2Predictive Maintenance: another form of preventive
maintenance, is also known as condition-based maintenance. It
is a systematic approach to determine the need for actions to be
taken before failure. This limits maintenance activities only to
those that are required. Monitoring systems detect abnormal
conditions on measurable indicators such as temperatures
changes and equipment performance ef iciencies. Built-in
diagnostic features use algorithms to predict and communicate
the health status of each sensitive component, thereby allowing
facility and maintenance personnel to make timely decisions on
maintenance actions and requirements.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Corrective Maintenance
• Low cost
• Less staﬀ required for management

•
•
•
•

Increased cost due to unplanned downtime of equipment
Increased labor cost, especially if overtime is needed
Cost involved with repair or replacement of equipment
Possible secondary equipment or process damage from equipment
failure
• Inef icient use of staﬀ resources

Preventive Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•

Cost eﬀective in many capital-intensive processes
Planned maintenance interval can take into account plant schedules
Increased component life cycle
Reduced equipment or process failure
Estimated 8% to 18% cost savings over corrective maintenance
program

• More labor intensive compared with Corrective Maintenance
• Includes performance of unneeded maintenance when compared
with Predictive Maintenance

Predictive Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased component operational life/availability
Allows for preemptive corrective actions
Decrease in equipment and process downtime.
Decrease in costs for parts and labor
Improved worker and environmental safety
Energy savings
Estimated 8% to 12% cost savings over preventive maintenance
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• Increased investment in diagnostic equipment
• Increased investment in staﬀ training
• Savings potential not readily seen by management
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3.

Condition-based Maintenance (CBM) & Importance

As the complexity of the electrical system grows, it becomes
unaﬀordable to have any breakdown in the system resulting in
low of power supply to the consumer. The regulations are
becoming more strict such that the Utilities are penalized for non
availability of power. On the other hand equipments are
becoming older and are more prone to failure any time.
Equipment overhaul and major maintenance are also expensive
and need to be planned based on the condition of the equipment
in use.
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance strategy
that monitors the actual condition of the asset to decide what
maintenance needs to be done. CBM dictates that maintenance
should only be performed when certain indicators show signs of
decreasing performance or upcoming failure. Checking a
machine for these indicators may include non-invasive
measurements, visual inspection, performance data and
scheduled tests. Condition data can then be gathered at certain
intervals, or continuously (as is done when a machine has
internal sensors). Condition-based maintenance can be applied
to mission critical and non-mission critical assets.
Unlike in planned maintenance (PM), where maintenance is
performed based upon prede ined scheduled intervals,
condition based maintenance is performed only after a decrease
in the condition of the equipment has been observed. Compared
with preventive maintenance, this increases the time between
maintenance repairs, because maintenance is done on an asneeded basis.
The goal of condition based maintenance is to spot upcoming
equipment failure so maintenance can be proactively scheduled
when it is needed – and not before. Asset conditions need to
trigger maintenance within a long enough time period before
failure, so work can be inished before the asset fails or
performance falls below the optimal level.

4.
5.

Acoustic – used to detect gas, liquid or vacuum leaks
Oil analysis – measure the number and size of particles in a
sample to determine asset wear
6. Electrical–motor current readings using clamp on ammeters
7. Operational performance – sensors throughout a system
to measure pressure, temperature, low etc.
3.3 Main Advantages of CBM
1. CBM is performed while the asset is working, this lowers
disruptions to normal operations
2. Reduces the cost of asset failures
3. Improves equipment reliability
4. Minimizes unscheduled downtime due to catastrophic
failure
5. Minimizes time spent on maintenance
6. Minimizes overtime costs by scheduling the activities
7. Minimizes requirement for emergency spare parts
8. Optimized maintenance intervals (more optimal than
manufacturer recommendations)
9. Improves worker safety
10. Reduces the chances of collateral damage to the system
3.4 Main Disadvantages of CBM
1. Condition monitoring test equipment is expensive to install,
and databases cost money to analyze
2. Cost to train staﬀ – you need a knowledgeable professional
to analyze the data and perform the work
3. Fatigue or uniform wear failures are not easily detected with
CBM measurements
4. Condition sensors may not survive in the operating
environment
5. May require asset modi ications to retro it the system with
sensors
6. Unpredictable maintenance periods

3.1 Challenges of Condition Based Maintenance
1.

Condition based maintenance requires an investment in
measuring equipment and staﬀ up-skilling so the initial
costs of implementation can be high.

2.

CBM introduces new techniques to do maintenance, which
can be dif icult to implement due to resistance within an
organization.

3.

Older equipment can be dif icult to retro it with sensors and
monitoring equipment, or can be dif icult to access during
production to spot measure.

3.2 Types Of Condition Based Maintenance
1.

Vibration analysis-rotating equipment such as
compressors, pumps, motors all exhibit a certain degree of
vibration. As they degrade, or fall out of alignment, the
amount of vibration increases. Vibration sensors can be
used to detect when this becomes excessive.

2.

Infrared–IR cameras can be used to detect high
temperature conditions in energized equipment

3.

Ultrasonic–detection of deep subsurface defects such as
boat hull corrosion
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FIG 3 PARAMETERS NEED CONTINUOUS MONITORING
(SYTEM PARAMERES,OIL LEVEL,OIL& WINDING TEMP,COOLING SYSTEM,
AIR AND GAS PRESSURE OF CB ETC.)
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1. Data to be Monitored Daily / Continuously

4.0 Parameters to be Monitored/Recorded in Substation

28. Measurement of earth resistance of transformer neutral &
tank

1) Continuous monitoring of Ampere, MW, MVAR of all feeders
and transformer.

30. Functional Check of Air cell in the Main conservator Tank.

2) Continuous monitoring of Bus voltage of all voltage levels .
3) Continuous monitoring of DC Voltage, load current & AC
voltage of Battery charger .
4) Monitoring and recording of Gas and Air pressure of all
breakers of all bays after every Four hours .
5) Recording Temperature Reading and monitoring of cooling
system ( fan and pump ) of all Transformers after every Four
hours.
6) Checking of oil level in the conservator tank of transformer
through MOG & oil level of OLTC.
7) Visual check of insulator cracks and oil leakage from
bushings/ capacitor cell.

29. Core insulation test if terminal are accessible
31. Life Assessment test – Degree of Polymerization and furan
measurement
2. Condition Monitoring of Circuit Breakers
1. Checking of auto-starting/stopping of compressor or motor
2. Testing of oil for BDV
3 . Breaker Operation Checks
a.

CB Operating Timing

b. Checking of Pole discrepancy relay
c.

Functional checks as per duty cycle

d. Checking of operation lock-outs
e.

Checking of all interlocks

1. Data to be Monitored Weekly

f.

Checking of pressure setting (oil/air/gas)

1) Recording LA counter reading of all bays.

g.

Capacitance and tan δ measurement of grading capacitors if
provided

i.

Dew point measurement of SF6 GAS

j.

Measurement of dynamic contact resistance (DCRM) (220kV
& above)

2) Checking of DG set operation on load 5-10 min.
4.1 Condition Monitoring of Major Equipments in
Substations
1. Condition Monitoring of Power Transformers
1. Checking of bushing oil level
2. Checking of oil level in Conservator
3. Checking of oil level in OLTC
4. Checking of cooling Oil pumps
5. Checking of fans
6. Checking of oil leaks
7. Checking the condition of Silica gel in breather
8. Measurement of BDV of OLTC oil
9. Testing of oil for DGA, PPM, BDV
10. Testing of oil parameters as per relevant IS

k. Measurement of static contact resistance (SCRM)
3. Condition Monitoring of Current Transformers
a.

I R measurement (P1)

b. Measurement of Tan delta and Capacitance
c.

Measurement of CT ratio

d. Measurement of Knee point voltage
e.

Measurement of Magnetizing current

f.

Thermo vision Scanning of CT.

h. Visual inspection of CT for oil leakage.
i.

Visual inspection of crack in Insulator etc.

j.

Checking of oil leakage in Terminal box.

k.

Testing of Oil for DGA

22. Electrical checking/pressure testing of Pressure Relief
Device

4.

Condition Monitoring of CVT

23. Electrical checking/testing of Buchholz relay

a.

Visual checking of earthing HF point (in case it is not used
for PLCC)

25. IR value & testing of bushing CT's

b.

Checking for any breakage or cracks

26. Thermo Scanning of transformers

c.

Visual Check of oil leaks

d.

Capacitance measurement of CVT

11. Checking/Topping up of oil level in oil port of breather.
12. Tan δ measurement for Bushings
13. Tan delta measurement of Windings
14. SFRA
15. PI Measurement of windings (PI)
16. Measurement of Windings resistance at all taps
17. Measurement of turn to turn ratio (TTR)
18. Magnetic Balance test
19. Magnetizing Current test
20. Testing oil of OLTC driving mechanism
21. Checking of WTI/OTI remote indicator

24. Electrical checking/testing of OLTC surge Relay

27. Partial discharge measurement

www.tauruspowertronics.com
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e.

Measurement of Ratio Test

5.

Condition Monitoring of Isolators and Earth Switches

14. Live puncture insulation detection of porcelain insulator
strings in critical section

a.

Checking of insulator cracks, if any

15. Recti ication of stubs

b.

Contact resistance measurement including contact
assembly and current transfer assembly.

16. Repair of failed/damage earth wire
17. Anti corrosive measures of tower legs/stub

c.

Operational check of auxiliary contacts

10. Condition Monitoring of 220KV U/G Cable.

6.

Condition Monitoring of Surge Arresters

a.

Cable Route patrolling

a.

Third Harmonic Resistive current (THRC)

b.

Visual checking of LA’s counters.

b.

I.R. of each stack

c. Third Harmonic Resistive current (THRC) of LA

7.

Condition Monitoring of Bus-bar, Jumpers, Connectors,
Clamps, Switchyard, Illumination, Structure

e.

I.R. of each stack of LA

f.

Checking of DTS system of cables

a.

Checking of Insulators for cracks

g.

b.

Thermo-vision Scanning of all live joints.

Checking of Fiber Optic Cable for DTS, protection and
communication system

8.

Condition Monitoring of Batteries, Battery Chargers
and DC Distribution System

h.

Checking of straight-through joints

I.

Inspection of Cable & Joint Box

a.

Measurement of Speci ic gravity, if applicable

j.

Measurement of temperature for Joint Box

b.

Measurement of voltage of cell

k.

Measurement of current for metallic sheath

c.

Topping up with DM water in cell, if applicable

l.

Measurement of resistance for Earthing wire

d.

Checking of Emergency DC lighting to control Room

11. Condition Monitoring of 400kV/220kV/66kV/33kV GIS

e.

Checking of electrical connections of charger panel for
tightness and cleanliness

a.

General Visual Inspection

g.

Checking of electrical connections of Batteries.

b.

Inspection for gas density, gas pressure, gas humidity (dew
point), monitoring devices, space heaters, corrosion.

k.

Checking of any earth fault (If E/F relay not provided)

c.

Operation check of CB and Isolators and

n.

Open cell detection test (for VRLA batteries)

d.

PD testing or monitoring of Chambers

9.

Condition Monitoring of Transmission Lines

12. Earthing of Substations

a.

Line Patrolling

b.

Inspection of critical line/critical stretches after climbing
the tower (Non-outage).

c.

Thermo vision scanning of lines (Spacers/ Dampers/
Jumpers/ Mid span joints etc,

d.

Recti ication of defects :

1.

Foundation back illing / soil removal

2.

Repair of crack chimney

Performance of an earthing system can be evaluated by
measurement of earth resistance of the earthing system and the
maximum touch and step voltages that are created inside and
around the earthing system during fault conditions in the electric
system. Results of measurements of an earth electrode/earthing
system can be used not only for con irming the adequacy of its
design and construction but also for determination of
additions/modi ications to be carried out as and when the
electric system is modi ied in future.

3.

Missing/Providing of danger/number/phase/circuit
plates.

4.

Replacement of missing/damaged tower members

5.

Replacement of damaged earthing pipe/counterpoise earthing

6.

Replacement/providing of Anti Climbing Device (ACD)

7.

Replacement of tower earthing bond if required

8.

Cutting of tree branches

9.

Replacement of broken/damaged insulator .

10. Cleaning of insulators in polluted area
11. Attending of the damaged conductor

Practical determination of earth resistance of an earth
electrode/earthing system and the maximum touch and step
voltages requires measurement of potential diﬀerences that are
created on earth surface during the low of current between the
earth electrode/earthing system and soil. At a station, the
measurements are made initially when the station is not
energized to determine the earth resistance and step and touch
voltages for comparison with the design values. During the life of
the station, measurements are made at the energized station,
from time to time, to monitor the condition of the earthing
system.
Technical audit of earthing system of the Substations Should be
done to ensure healthiness of earthing system of the substation.

12. Checking of ground clearance from lowest conductor
13. Checking of tower footing resistance.

www.tauruspowertronics.com
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5.

CONCLUSION

The proper maintenance of electrical system not only improves
the reliability but also generate revenue for the electrical
utilities. The old concept of break-down maintenance system,
even now being followed by some Utilities have not only resulted
in unreliable supply but also have caused heavy monetary loss.
‘Preventive Maintenance’ or ‘Periodic Maintenance’ is very much
relevant to keep the equipment continuously in service for
desired output. This also helps in providing advance information
about the health of the equipment for planning for major
maintenance/ overhauls.
However, CBM involves high installation costs, for minor
equipment items often more than the value of the equipment &
increase number of parts (the CBM installation itself) that need
maintenance and checking.
Today, due to its costs, CBM is not used for less important parts of
machinery despite obvious advantages. However it can be found
everywhere where increased reliability and safety is required
especially for major substation and industries where it is dif icult
to aﬀord any breakdown or failure..
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NEW ASSOCIATIONS
1. Cable Fault locator by Ersted
Ersted is a Russia based cable fault
locator manufacturing company
where they manufacture fault
locators works on the principles of
TDR, ARC re lection and impulse current method to locate the
cable fault. Cable Fault locators helps to identify fault location,
Phase and type of fault and pin point the location by tracing fault
Ersted oﬀering Fault locator with following features :
Pre-locating fault – Pre locators are connected at the cable
termination and the device will show exactly at what distance
fault exist, type of fault (Open/Short) and which phase.
Fault pin point – After Identifying the distance to the fault next
task is to locate the exact location. For that high voltage surge
generators are used which helps to identify the exact location (
speci ically used for underground buried cables)
Cable tracing - High frequency acoustic generators are used to
trace the cable route as well as fault .
Various models are available depending on the use from Ersted
with distance range upto 256 km .

www.tauruspowertronics.com

2. Rapidox SF6 gas analyser
SF6 is a common gas used in circuit breakers
of higher KV rating such as in Transmission
substations/ GIS due to their capability of arc
quenching.
Property of SF6 Gas need to be monitored and level of the Gas
should be maintained for the safe operation.
Rapidox providing equipment to analyse SF6 gases with pump
back facility. Although portable models of Gas analysers are also
available.
3. Multi 36 uX high voltage clamp meters.
High voltage AC clamp tester with Bluetooth facility.
It can clamp upto 36kV conductor and current range
of 0-3000A with a resolution of 1A.
It can help to identify unbalanced current among the
three phases, Primary and secondary currents in
transformers thus ef iciency of transformers, Power
loss either by insulation failure or theft in
underground cables. Also it can be used to check the
presence of current before the line man access a line for
maintenance.
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TAURUS - TRAINING AND DEMONSTRATION NER DOP
Taurus was imparting a training session for the department of
Power Arunachal Pradesh, at 132kV Chimpu substation.
There was a 2-day training session and the honourable chief
guest Shri Balo Raja: Advisor to Hon'ble Power Minister
concerned Power and Hydro Power Development and MLA from
Bharatiya Janata Party politician from Arunachal Pradesh,
elected in Arunachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly election in
2019 from Palin was there to inaugurate and to motivate the new
recruits to the department.

Taurus presented the engineers with the knowledge of all the
products and demonstrated multiple products such as of line
fault locator, Partial Discharge, Voltchek, LIDOR RZ, DC earth
fault locator and we presented them with the Substation
Statoscope, LIDOR UPD.
Taurus was greatly appreciated, for the training and availability
to come down from Bangalore for the upliftment of Arunachal
Pradesh Department of Power.

TAURUS AWARD – TOP TEN MANUFACTURERS OF INDIA
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HIDDEN TALENT
My Mom
Life doesn’t come with a manual it
comes with a mother.

Festival of Power-

Stree Shakti Kali Uge

“For every man’s success there is women behind”
Women is Power of MA Durga – Power God
In my life my energy is My Mothe & My Wife
Mothe is symbol of Sacrifice
Wife is symbol of Care
Daughter is symbol of Love
Mix of these is Power or Energy.
But
Another special Energy is my MA . Bhart Mata..
I feel without you my life is incomplete
You are my Power
You are my inspiration
You are everything for me.

The special status of every living
thing on this earth will automatically
be associated to its mother, who
nurtures, protects them like a
tigress, would go to any lengths for
her children. Cooks those evermouthwatering dishes and tries to
ful ill their dreams. It is the same for
all human being, including me.
I have been blessed with an amazing dynamic and a super mom who
loves travelling, globe-trotting, doing crazy things. She is young at heart,
has been paragliding, jet skiing and snorkeling, just last week.
Retirement has actually rejuvenated her and it is awesome.
She is well read, a professor, with a doctorate in economic history, so
historical discussions are like a big bang theory.
She is the best and the most beautiful mother, in this whole wide world. I
believe this statement is true for everyone.
Mothers are the most beautiful personal angels around. So I can
con idently state that when God made mothers he gave me the best one.

Love you

Mata love you

A mother is someone who can take everyone’s place but no one can take
her place.
To the world she is my mother, but to me she is the world.

by Mr. Shridhar U G - General Manager
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by Mr. Zohair Hazan - Additional General Manager

ಂ ೆ ಇ ೆ,

,
ೊಂಡು

by Mr. Sanjay R - Sr. Technical Engineer

HIDDEN TALENT

By Sanchit
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WELCOME NEW TAURUS COLLEAGUES

ASHOK

DIVYA T R

AKASH ANAND

SAYAN CHANDA

Sr. Technical Engineer
Head Of ice

Soldering Technician
KLE Of ice

Manager-Presales Substation
Head Of ice

Sr. Engineer - Sales
Head Of ice

BIRTHDAY WISHES THIS QUARTER
Sharath Raju B

23 Nov

HM Ravi

11 Jan

Shrivatsa Kulkarni

24 Nov

Anurag Soni

09 Feb

NANDINI M S

07 Dec

Sanjay R

18 Feb

Divya

10 Dec

D CHAITANYA

28 Feb

Turjoy Dasguprta

17 Dec

Bikesh Kumar Roy

05 Mar

Anbu A

23 Dec

Vinaya NS

21 Mar

Dipan Chattopadhaya

27 Dec

Alex Gerald

22 Mar

Gourav Khatri

04 Jan

FROM EDITOR’S DESK
Dear Readers,
To all the readers, I welcome you to our 6th edition of the WATTS UP magazine. This is a quarterly
magazine released by Taurus Powertronics Pvt. Ltd, to educate, inform and update on the latest and
greatest innovations, inventions and research in the ield of electricity.
Taurians as always, have continued to come up with new concepts and technology to enhance the
workings of the power sector. We are proud to introduce new products in our basket to oﬀer a wide
range of equipment for our customers.
As the world has started venturing out, so have the brave Taurians. Taurus is out there, shoulder to
shoulder with our frontline power warriors, assisting, helping and providing services where ever
needed. We are rolling out equipment after equipment to meet the demand of our customers and
rendering any and all support where ever needed.
A new year is dawning on the horizon, and Taurus is all geared up and excited to provide equipment
and services to the power sector.
I will end by this famous quotation “Do not let your dif iculties ill you with anxiety, after all it is only in
the darkest nights the stars shine more bright”.

By Zohair Hazan, AD General Manager

TAURUS POWERTRONICS P VT LIMITED

i
No. 26, “Mahadimane”, 12th Main, 1st Block, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru - 560 010. INDIA., Tel : + 91 80 23012301
Tollfree : 1800 425 2112, WhatsApp : +91 73496 44344, Email : info@tauruspowertronics.com
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